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Problem Solving?
Agricultural education has for years espousedthe idea of
te-achingproblem solving and has endorsed the technique
of problem solving as a teaching methodology. Given ihe
eminence of problem solving as an accepted teaching
methodology and the fact that the ability to solve problemis a nearly universally acknowledged outcome for all educational programs, it seems sacrificial to question problem
solving inan educational journal. However, it may be like
so many things that have become institutionalized - people accept them without question and often without even
bothering to understand the concept or institution.
Who would have the audacity to suggestthat education
should not develop a student's problem solving ability?
Further, it would be hypocritical for an agricultural educator
to propose that problem solving be anything more or less
than the modified scientific problem solving technique; after
all agriculture is an applied science.Every elementary school
student learns the steps in the scientific process. fhe first
step in the processis tb identify the problem. The next step
is to analyze the problem and identify possible causesof the
problem situation. Based upon the analysis, problematic
solutions are proposed and steps taken to test each in turn
until the problem is logically and happily solved. Wouldn't
it be nice if life were so simple and straight forward!
It is time for agricultural education to become more
sophisticated in teaching students how to solve problems
and recognizethat there is more than one logical approach.
Blindly teaching students to solve all problems using the
reductionist approach is inaccurate, ineffective and misleading. We are in effect doing our students a disserviceif
we teach them to solve all problems using the reductionist,
scientific approach, or if we leave the impression that this
is the only acceptableapproach via our fiilure to mention
or acknowledge other methodologies.
Problem solving techniques are diverse and wide ranging. Often times accepted techniques are associatedwith certain cultures, life stylesand/or religious persuasions.It does
not require much discussion of some of the "right brain"
approaches to spark name calling and other forms of
demonstrative behavior by individuals in traditional western
societies.Studentsin this country are so inculcated with the
reductionist approach to problem solving, it is little wonder
that the "left brain" has not developed to the point where
the head needs to be carried on the left shoulderl
Redrrctionistproblem solving behavior is basedupon one
crucial assumption and that is the problem must involve a
simple causeand effect relationship. If, for example, a tree
is not producing an acceptablequantity or quality of fruit
(the problem), we begin looking for the cause. We check
the level of soil fertility, adequacy of moisture, age of tree,
presenceof plant pests to name a few possible causesof the
problem. Based upon our analysis of the results, a course
of action is selectedwhich eventually solves the problem
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or reduces the unease. Agriculturalists have had so lnuch
successin using this technique in working with the plant and
animal problems that it is easy to erroneously assume it will
work in all problematic situations. Such is not the case!
Problems involving complex, messy social problems are
good examples of the type of problem for whiih the reductionist approach is not suitable. Land zoning and water
utilization are examples of these kind of problems. Another
example would include the numerous attempts to provide
assistanceto developing countries in solvinglood and fiber
problems by importing technology that seemedto work in
another country. Importation of pesticidesto control plant
pests might seem to be a perfectly logical solution to a pressing problem. If the importing country does not possels the
knowledge and equipment to deal with the pesticide, it often
fails to solve the pest problem and may criate even greater
problems resulting in human death and misery. Such problems require a holistic, systemsapproach to problem solving.
This approach known as the "soft systems methodology"
has recognized steps of techniques just as the scientific
method involves distinct steps. The soft system starts by
recognizing an unease or problem situation. Themes and
roots of the uneaseare identified by using "mind maps" and
"rich picturing" techniques. Basedupon theseinputi a root
definition for the uneaseis generated and conceptual models
constructed. The conceptual models are then compared with
the real world situation. Desirable and feasiblechangesare
debated among those directly involved. Eventually, the
changesare implemented in an attempt to reduce the unease.
The soft system methodology does not generally solve a
problem, but perhaps the most that can be expected,if carried out properly, is to reduce the unease. For most complex, messy social problems reducing the uneasiness is
perhaps as much as could be expected. The key to the soft
system method is an understanding and awareness of the
natural and man-made systems involved in a situation. The
person using the approach must be able to sensethe interaction of the various systems. The soft system method of problem solving has contributed to the concept of "appropriate
(Continued on page LL)

Agricultural Education
Will agricultural education be available to the students
in our public schools in the year 2025?If agricultural education is still in our public schools in the year 2025, what will
be its form and substance?We do not know, but . . . I
It seemsreasonable to assume society would survive if
agricultural education was discontinued at the secondary,
postsecondary and the university level. To assume differently would be quite pretentious.
However, it would not be pretentious to assumethe lives
of the students that have and will participate in agricultural
education would be considerably different; the lives of those
students would have less value to the individual and less
value to the constituent society in which those students
participate.
Without agricultural education, lessvalue would be added
to the lives of those students, value that cannot be added
by any other form of education or training. While the
previous statement may be very bold to some, those of us
in agricultural education believe it to be fact. Notwithstanding, agricultural educators encounter some difficulty when
attempting to convince the rest of society of the value added
by agricultural education.
American society invests in public education for two basic
reasons.Individuals are important to our society, and therefore, as with health and safety, we provide some form of
public education to each individual within our society.
Education is good for the individual. The education of individuals of our society is also good for society as a whole.
The publicly supplied education adds value both to the
individual and also to society as a whole. American society
has never wavered on this matter since public education was
instituted.
Agricultural education will be a part of the secondary
school curriculum for a long time to come.
Educational literature seemsto suggestthree distinct high
school curriculums - college preparation, general and vocational. Much ado is made about the fact that thesecurriculums do exist and are distinct. Many discussionsabout curriculum delegate the responsibility of certain educational
objectives to each of thesefactions. For example, the responsibility of certain educational objectivesis usually delegated
to the vocational faction, as if the college bound and
generalistwill never make a career choice. Development of
entry-level employment skills is also assigned to the vocational arena. The responsibility for social development is
given to the general curriculum. Insuring the successof the
collegebound student is usually the province of the college
preparation curriculum.
Obviously, these concepts are treated somewhat
superificially here; but the point is, this arrangement (distinction of curriculum) is very convenient when components of
curriculums are discussedfor discussion'ssake. However,
when components of those curriculums, such as agriculture,
are evaluated for contributions to the overall obiectives of
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the secondary school, the categoriesare not very practical
or useful.
Tomorrow, the forwardJooking, modern secondary
agriculture program will be comprehensive and will be
designed to provide social development, occupational
exploration and job preparation. It will contribute considerably to career and general education. And for the stu-'
dent enrolling in a university agriculture curriculum, a high
school agriculture program will be a valuable background.
For some students,secondaryagriculture will provide the
technical competenciesand human relation skills to enter
directly into the agribusinessjob market or into production
agriculture itself. This entrance will not be achieved with
the background of a nine-week exploring agriculture program. Agreed, the number in this category will be small,
but where will these students develop the competenciesif
there is no secondary agriculture?
Tomorrow's comprehensive secondary agriculture programs will provide students with opportunities to apply
competenciesgained from a broad spectrum of high school
disciplines. Through both the classroom study and student's
supervised occupational experience program, the principles
of biology, mathematics, economics and communications
will be applied in the most "real world" situations available
to high school,studentsshort of dropping out of school and
entering the real world.
The modern secondary agriculture program will also
emphasizevalues, work ethic, problem-solving skills and
decision-making abilities. The student will not be successful
in his or her supervised occupational experienceprogram
unlessshe or he is adept at goalsetting,problem solving and
decision making. Again, it should be stated that theseskills
and/or abilities will be practiced in "real" situations.
The modern secondary agriculture program will stress
development of social and leadership competenciesin public
speaking, parliamentary procedure and other organizational
activities. The program will promote cooperation and competition. For competitive events, every student will receive
basic preparation in the classroom; and through additional
concentrated training, every student will have the opportunity to achieve to the level of her or his ability.
(Continued on page 7)
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Computer Technology Resources
Designing an Effective Spreadsheet
Spreadsheettemplates (or programs) are great "reallife"
learning tools for your students. They are ideally suited for
problem-solving and decision-making. Ideas for spreadsheet
templates can be found in many places (farm magazines,
extension publications, tax forms, sales pamphlets). The
following example spreadsheettemplate is developed using
the AppleWorks spreadsheet.It allows studentsto compare

1
2
3
4
5
6

=A========
===:==B=======C=
============D=============
E=======
FARM
A N A L Y S I ISN S T R U C T I O N S
P r e s s 0 p e n - A p p l ed o w n - a r r o wt w o t i m e s t o m o v et o t h e i n p u t a r e a a n d t h r e e
t i n e s t o m o v et o t h e o u t p u t a r e a . T y p e j n t h e n e c e s s a r yi n f o r m a t i o n f o r
t h e i n p u t s . A n e x a m p l eh a s b e e n p r o v i d e d f o r y o u r a n a i y s i s . A f t e r
r e v i e w i n g t h e e x a m p l e ,t y p e i n y o u r i n f o r m a t i o n f o r c o m p a r r i s o n . T h e
f a r m n a m e sm a y b e c h a n g e dt o r e f l e c t f i e l d n u m b e r s ,e t c
V a r i a b l ec o s t s i n c l u d e s e e d , f e r t i l i z e r , l i m e , h e r b i c i d e s , i n s e c t i c i d e s ,
t i l l a g e a n d p l a n t i n g c o s t s , l a b o r , a n d h a r v e s tc o s t s . F i x e d c o s t s
i n c l u d e s a l 1 m a c hni e r f i x e d c o s t s .
T o p r i n t y o u r c o m p l e t e da n a l y s i s w i t h i n p u t s , p r i n t t h e B L o C K
containing
the inputs and outputs. The pfintout will fit on one pagefor easy
a n a l y s i s ( u s i n g d e f a u l t p r i n t o p t i o n s , 0 " t o p , b o t t o m ,l e f t , a n d r i g h t
margins, single space, and l0 characters per inch. lf you turn autor e c a l c u l a t e f r e q u e n c yo f f , p r e s s 0 p e n - A p p 1 K
e t w i c e a f t e r c o m p l e t i n gt h e
i nputs.

2 0 F A R MA N A L Y S I S
2I
22 INPUTS:
2 3 0 v e r h e a d( % o f v a r . c o s t s )
24 Corn yi el d/acre
2 5 B e a ny i e l d / a c r e
2 6 Corn acres
2 7 B e a na c r e s
28 Cornmarket price/bushel
2 9 B e a nm a r k e t p r i c e / b u s h e l
3 0 V a r ia b l e c o s t s / c o r n / a c r e
3 t V a r ia b l e c o s t s / b e a n / a c r e
32 I nterest cost/corn/acre
33 Interest cost/bean/acre
34 Fixed costs/corn & beans/acre
3 5 L a n d c h a r g e / c o r n& b e a n s / a c r e
36
output Area

38
39
40
4 1 l.
42
43
44
45
46 2 .
47
48
49
50 ? a .

Sunny
D a le

Green
Acres

0.08
r27.0

$173.20
$12s.28

0 .0 8
13s.0
43.0
165.0
560
.
$ 2. 9 0
$5.35
$182.30
$127.60

$175.90
$128.9s

$ 8 .6 6
$6.45
$32.60
$28.00

+ o .o o
$6.45
$29.70
$ 2 9. 9 5

$ 3 4. 5 0
$29.25

Sunny
u at e
Farm

Green
Acres
Farm

Rolling
Meadows
Farm

3 9 .0
195.0
69.0
$ 2. 9 0
D).J)

R o 1I i n g
l'leadows

0.08
119.0
4 00
.
2 0 50.
7 5 0.
$2.90

$ 8 .6 6
lo. q3

GrossRevenue
corn acres :
b e a na c r e s :
Total GrossRevenue
:

7I , 8 1 8 .5 0
14,396.85
$86,21s.35

6 4 , 5 9 7. 5 0
12,882.80
$77,480.30

7 0 , 7 4 55. 0
16,050.00
$86,795.50

V a r i a b l eC o s t s
(seed, fert. etc)
corn acres
beanacres
Total Variable Costs

3 3, 7 7 4. 0 0
8 , 6 4 4. 3 2
$ 4 2, 4 t 8. 3 2

3 0 , 0 7 95. 0
7, 1455
. 0
$ 3 7, 2 2 5 .1 0

3 6 , 0 5.95 0
9, 6 7 1 . 2 5
$4s,730.7s

:
:
:
:
i

51

3 . Interest on oper. capital :
53
corn acres :
54
beanacres :
5 5 3 a . Total Interest Cost
:
56
5 7 4 I n c o m ea b o v e v a r i a b l e c o s t :
5B
59 5 . F j x e d C o s t s ( e q u i p m e n t )
60
corn + beanacres
61
62 6. LandCharges
63
corn + beanacres
64
6 5 7. overhead Charge
( 8 %o f v a r i a b l e c o s t s )
66
67
68 L
Total Costs
69
7 0 9 . R e t u r n st o M g t . R i s k
(per acre)
7T

| , 7 75 . 3 0
483.75
$ 2, 2 5 90. 5

1,688.70
4 4 5 .0 5
$2,133.75

1,428.90
3 6 1. 2 0
$1,790.10

$41,663.28

$38,465.10

$38,805.70

)d,ouo.4u

lo,loJ./u

$ 9, 6 6 0 . 0 0

$7,392.00

$6,618.95

$ 8 ,1 9 0 . 0 0

$3,393.47

$2,978.01

$ 3, 6 5 8 . 4 6
$ 6 7 , 2 3.92 1

$ 6 1 , 8 1 0l .9

$53,385.76

$ 2 4 , 4 0l56.

$24,094.54 $19,556.29

$ 9 2. 4 4

$ 6 9. 8 4

Bv GeyreN Scorr*o er,roW. Waor Mlrrrn, Srrcrar. Eprron
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the performance of three different farms. It can easily be
adapted to any spreadsheetfor any brand of computer.
When designing a spreadsheettemplate you should follow
these rules.
A. Build in flexibility. Spreadsheettemplates should be
flexible. Flexibility can be achieved by avoiding constants
in formulas. Using cell referenceswill make the spreadsheet
template easierfor students to use and understand. Include
instructions that describe how to use the spreadsheet
template. The instructions should be placed within the working area, or "hidden" off-screen (to the right of the work
area). If they are "hidden," tell the user to issuetwo OpenApple-Right-Arrow commands to jump to the instructions
and to repeat the command using the Left-Arrow to return
to the work area.
B. Use segments. Design the spreadsheet template in
segments. Breaking the template into segments makes it
easier for students to use and understand. Use meaningful
labels for each segment.Prepare the template with separate
inpuf and output segments.The user will enter data into the
input segmentand will view and/or print the results in the
output segment.
C. Check for accuracy. Always have someone else try
your template. This will insure accuracy for formulas and
also give you input as to the clearnessof your instructions.
Remember, templates should be easy to use. When you are
finished designing the template, always leave the cursor in
cell A1 before saving. This assuresthat the template will
load at the beginning.
Farm Analysis Example. Use the following information
to write a template for farm analysis. Write your template
using the cell locations and information listed.

$109.03
=====::::=::
======:::::l 1. Columnwidths: A:29, B:2, C, D, E:L4
;, ======-:::=ll
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2. Cell Information: Type in the following as you would
in the word processorfor the instructionsegment.
3. ,A'1:FARM ANALYSIS INSTRUCTIONS: A3: Press
Open-Apple Down-Arrow two times to move to the
input area and three ,4,4:timbs to move to the output
area. Type in the necessaryinformation for A5: the
inputs.An examplehasbeenprovidedfor your analysis.
After ,4,6:reviewing the example,type in your information for comparison.For A7: Farm names may be
changedto reflectfield numbers,etc.,4,9:Variablecosts
includeseed,fertilizer, lime, herbicide,insecticides.
A10:
Tillageand plantingcosts,labor and harvestcosts.Fixed
costsA11: includesall machineryfixed costs.AL3: To
print your completedanalysiswith inputs, print the
BLOCK containingA14: the inputs and outputs. The
printoutwill fit on onepagefor easyA15: analysis(using
defaultprint options,0" top, bottom, left and right ,4,16:
margins,singlespaceand 10 charactersper inch. If you
turn auto- A17: recalculatefrequencyoff , pressOpenApple K twice after completingthe A18: inputs.
Input segment.A20: FARM ANALYSIS A22: INPUTS:
1. Indent two spacesbeforetyping information in cellsA23
to A35.
2. 423: Overhead(Voof var. costs)A24: Corn yield/acre
A25: Beanyield/acre A26: Corn acreA27: Beanacre
A28: Corn market price/bushel A29 Bean market
price/bushel A30: Variable costs/corn/acreA31:
Variable costs/bean,/
acre A32: Interestcost/corn/acre
A33: Interestcost,/beanacre A34: Fixedcosts/corn&
beans/acreA35: Land charge/corn& beans/acre,4,36to
E36: (fill with "-:')
3. Right justify C20 to E22 and C21 to E22. C20 Sunny
C21: Dale D20: Green D21: Acres E20: Rolling E21:
Meadow C22 to 822: (fiIl with "*:')
4. C23to E23:Layout for two decimals.C24to C27, D24
to D27, E24to 827: Layout for one decimalC28 to C35,
D28 to D35, E28 to E35: Format for dollars with two
decimals.
5. Example
Data.C23toE23:.08C24:127.0C25:39.0C26:
195.0C27: 69.0C28:2.90C29:5.35C30: 173.20C31
125.8 C32 8.66 C33: 6.45 C34: 32.60 C35: 28.2 D24:
135.0D25: 43.0D26: 1.65.0D27: 56.0D28: 2.9OD29:
5.35D30: 182.30D3].:127.60D32: 8.66D33:6.45D34:
29.70D35t 29.95E24:119.0E25: 40.0826: 205.0F.27:
75.0 E28: 2.90 E29:5.35 E30: 175.90E3'1,:128.95E32
8.66 E33 6.45 E34 34.50835: 29.25
Output segment.A37: OUTPUT AREA:
1. Rightjustify A42, A43,A47, A48, A49, AS3, A60, A64,
1166
2. 44L:1,.GrossRevenueA42: cornacresA43: beanacres
444:'J"a.Total GrossRevenueA46: 2. Variable Costs
447: (seed,fert. etc.) A48: corn acresA49: bean acres
A50: 2a. Total VariableCosts A52: 3.Intereston oper.
capitalA53: corn acresA54: beanacresA55: 3a. Total

InterestCost457:4. IncomeabovevariablecostA59:5.
FixedCosts(equipment),4,60:corn*bean acresA62:6.
Land Charges,4,63:corn*bean acres,4.65:7. Overhead
Charge A66: (Voof variablecosts),4.68:8. Total Costs
,\70: 9. Returnsto Mgt. Risk B40to B7'L:(fill wirh "::")
C40 to E40:(fill with "::") C45 to E45:(fill with"--')
C58 to Es8: (fill with "---") C69 to E69 (fill with "--')
C72 to E72:(fill with ": ::")
3. FormulasC42:((C24.C26).CZS)
C43:((C25.C27)*CZ9)
C44: &SUM(C42.. .C43)C48: (C30.C26)C49: (C27.C31)
C 5 0 : @ S U M ( C 4 8 . . . C 4 9C
) 5 3 : ( C 2 6 * C 3 2 )C 5 4 :
( C 2 7 .C 3 3 ) C 5 5 :
@ S U M ( C 5 3 ...C s 4 ) C 5 7 :
(C44-(Cs0+C5s))C60: @SUM(C26
...C27).C34 C63:
@ S U M ( C 2 6 . . . C 2 7 ) . 3 sC 6 6 : ( C s o - C 2 3 ) C 6 8 :
( C s o + C 6 0 + C 6 3 + C 6 6 ) C 7 0 : ( C 4 4 - C 6 s )C 7 7 :

(c70/(c26+c27D

4. Copy the formulas in column C to column D and E.
Answer relativeeachtime.
Checkyour work. The following answersfor the example data are listedin order (SunnyDale, GreenAcres and
Rolling Meadows):
1. Gross Revenue:Corn acres: 77,878.60,64,s97,60,
70,745.50.Beanacres:'J.4,396.85,
72,882.80,
16,050.00.
2. Total GrossRevenue:86,275.25,77,480.30,
86,795.50.
3. Variable Costs: Corn acres: 33,774.00,30,079.50,
36,059.50.Beanacres:8,644.32,7,745.60,9,67'J,,25.
4. Total VariableCosts:42,418.32,
37,225.70,
45,730.75.
5. Interest on operating capital: Corn acres: 7,688.70,
'1,,
428.90,'1",77
5 .30.Beanacres: 445.05, 367.20,483.75 .
6. Total InterestCost: 2,1.33.75,
7,790.70,2,259.05.
7. Income above variable cost: 41,663
.28, 38,465.!C
38,80s.70.
8. FixedCosts(equipment):corn+bean acres,8,606.40,
6,563.70,9,660.00.
9. Land Charges:corn*bean acres:7,392.00,
6,619.95,
8,190.00.
10. Overhead Charge (Vo of variable costs): 3,393.47,
2,979.07,
3,659.46.
11. Total Costs:61,810.19,
53,385.76,
67,239.21.
12. Returnsto Mgt. Risk:24,405
.\8, 24,094.54,
19,556.29.
Per acre:92.44,109.03,69.84.
Conclusion.Now that you have the necessarytools to
developan examplespreadsheet
template,set asidea couple of hours and build it on your computer using your
favorite spreadsheet
program.Useit with your students.Ask
the "what if" questionsthat allow for problemsolvingand
decision making teaching and learning. Spreadsheet
templatescan be useful, realistic, vocational, practical,
challengingand fun! If you find you cannot get your
templateto work, you may send a 5%" disk to: Wade
Miller, AGEDS Department,2TTCurtissHall, Iowa State
University,Ames,IA 50011.SpecifyeitherAppleWorksor
Microsoft Works (MS-DOS)version.We will senda copy
of the templateto you.

About The Cover
The cover of this month's issue was supplied by Theme Editor, Dr. Lou Riesenberg,Associate Professor and
Head, Department of Agricultural and Extension Education, Universitv of Idaho.
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Agricultural Education -

2025

(Continued from page 4)
To provide the student with a "reallife" situation in which
to practice and improve the aforementioned cornpetencies,
tomorrow's secondary agriculture program will encourage
each student to be a participating member of the local FFA
Chapter. For exploration alone, involvement will be critical.
The value of this experience for many different occupations
will be attested to by many individuals from many
occupations
Tomorrbw's modern secondary agriculture program,
through its comprehensive curriculum, will provide thl student with a broad spectrum of experiences because
agriculture will not pertain only to farming and ranching;
it will also involve manufacturing, sales, service, *ur,ug"ment, marketing, communications, scienceand technology.
The secondary agriculture student will develop competencies useful in many occupations other than the fiald of
agriculture. Also, the student will gain vocational competencies useful for the rest of his or her life.
Tomorrow's modern secondary agriculture program will
continue to deal with the basic competenciesand skills in
agriculture. Students of this age level will still assimilate facts
and data much more easily than theory. This exposure to
and experiencewith basic facts and data will provide a concrete basis for the study of the theory and technology of
agriculture which the student will have to master if h-eor
she continues at a postsecondary school or university. In
this way the secondary agriculture program wil be a
valuable background for advanced study.
So where will secondary agriculture fit? Will it be vocational? Will it be general?Will it be of benefit to the college
bound? Will it prepare for life? Will it be career exploration? Will it prepare studentsfor iobs? Will it be vocational
for those students who desire iti
These questions can better be answered by more questions. Will there be students who want the program? Will
there be students who need the program?-Will there be
studentswho can benefit from the program? Approximately 800,000 students in 8,000 secondiry lgriculture programs
in the nation should serve as some indication. Sicondary
agriculture is an elective, not a required subject. But, as has
been pointed out, tomorrow's secondary agriculture program will have to meet many of the objectives of requlred
coursework in the high school.
Some educators criticize secondary agriculture programs
for not being completely open entry. However, the comprehensive nature of the program will be its greatest asset.
To break down the comprehensiveprogram to allow easier
entrance for some students will destroy the continuitv for
the students already enrolled. This wiil be especially true
for single-teacherprograms. The very fact that the suciessful
pro€ram will build on previous work (as do other disciplines)
will be of paramount importance.
Critics who espousethe claim that all agricultural education should be delivered at the postsecotrdaryor university
level, should also have to ans*er to the students who do
not-continue past secondary school. Why should these
students be compelled to continue their formal education
JUNE,19e1

to gain accessto agricultural education? Will there be enough
postsecondary and/or university programs that can offer
a comprehensive agriculture program to even 2SVo of the
secondary enrollment?
To be sure though, agricultural education will change
significantly. But the question remains, "How will agricriltural education change?" If someone were able to forecast
the future, that individual would be an invaluable assetto
whatever profession she or he belonged. However, most of
us have to rely on events and trends of the past, as we see
and interpret them, to give us an insight into the future. It
is, perhaps, better to identify factors we think will have an
effect on the future and prepare contingency plans for those
factors.
If the overall objective of secondary education will be to
prepare youth for their role in society and if one can assume
that this objective will never be iompletely met, that is, there
will always be room for improvement, then it is inevitable
that the new educators coming into the profession will
attempt to improve the situation they have inherited. They
will attempt to improve the situation by applying new
methods. These new methods will lead to chlnge in how
programs are delivered. This, of course, is not to say that
all of the changes will improve secondary education,
however, simply becauseof the fact that new educators will
be coming into the profession and will be applying their ideas
to the problem will make for change.
To cope with this phenomenon, agricultural educators will
have to be prepared to be change agents and have the
capabilities to use the inevitable change to their advantage
rather than take the position, "If it ain't broke, don't fix it.',
- As was indicated, the reason change will take place is that
the new practitioners will apply "their".rnethods to improve
the system. This change will take place. Do we fighiit? If
we do, we in agricultural education will lose. We *ill have
to recognize that significant change will take place during
our tenure. We may be able to identify many faults with
the changestaking place, but we as an agricuitural education profession, even with solidarity, will not be able to stop
this change because we are and will be only u r'"ry r*uil
part of the total education profession and process.
Another element influencing the future direction of
agricultural education is the image and the knowledge of
the agriculture industry and the job or professions within
that industry. Much has been said in the past about the
decline in enrollment being heavily influenced by the image
or knowledge young people have of agriculture. One of tie
basic problems is we do not have a good handle on what
young people think of agriculture and jobs within, and who
influences or helps shape that image. It has been said that
parents, mass media, counselors and administrators have
a tremendous influence. Do we have information that we
consider reasonably factual to use in devising a strategy to
overcome the problem?
We need to obtain more factual information as to what
potential students think of agriculture and jobs within the
field of agriculture. We will also need betier information
as to who or what influences the image young people have.
If we can gain this information we can develop i strategy
to improve or counteract that image.
(Continued on page 17)

Agricultural Mechanization
A Model of TechnologyTransfer
This past academic year has been one of change and new
directions. It appears as though the horizon is clearing even
though it will still take a lot more hard work, dedication
and innovation to obtain our goals of providing effective,
up-to-date, relevant instruction in agricultural mechanics,
or if you prefer, agricultural engineeringtechnology, or for
that matter a more general description, agricultural
technology. A series of events has unfolded over the past
few months which we should recognize as having true potential for the future. These events evolved from the development of the instruction program regarding agricultural
sprayers which was initiated by the Spraying Systems Company in conjunction with several organizations, most
notably from our perspective the FFA. This program evolved
very quickly and demonstratesseveral very important factors which we, as educators, should pay particular attention and recognize the overall potential of the program
model.
For many years we have recognized the need for industry
involvement in our instructional programs at all levels.
These levels represent students in high schools, technical
schools, community colleges,universities, adults, as well as
agricultural educators. There have been many successful
programs in the past; however, at this stagewe should pay
particular attention to this recent program becauseit exemplifies many of the things we need to do and demonstrates
possible strategiesfor accomplishing our instructional goals.
Spraying Systems developed the instructional package for
teaching the basic principles and practices of calibrating
agricultural sprayers. Many of you used these materials in
your instructional programs this year. While not a perfect
program, the instructional program was a resounding successwhich was very well received by just about everyone.
What were the key factors that allowed this instructional
package to be such an effective instructional program in
agricultural mechanics?
First, and probably foremost, the program was developed
with industry input and support. I hope that other industries
will take note of the successof this program. In order for
technology based education to be successful,it absolutely
must have industry support. Cooperation between industry
and education is necessarywhen developing and implementing programs of technology transfer. Our programs of
agricultural mechanics should be viewed as instructional
programs which teach people how to use and apply technology in the agriculture industry. Conceptually, that is a
much broader perspective than our traditional concept of
competency skill development. Industry involvement is the
key factor which will allow us to expand our horizons in
technology transfer instruction about agriculture. All of us
should support 100 percent, the efforts of industry to
develop and implement instructional programs. We need
their support!
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(Dr. Harper is Associate Professor, Department
of Agricultural Education, Clemson llnioersity.)

Second, the overall quality of the instructional materials
was excellent. A successful program is dependent upon
quality instructional materials as well as quality people.
With the recent developments in technology it is increasingly important to utilize only top quality materials. Our
students are constantly experiencing high technology
materials through mass media. If our materials appear to
be outdated and substandard, then it is difficult to instill
and maintain interest, let alone present current technology.
The instructional package developed by Spraying Systems
was very marketable becauseof the overall quality of the
materials.
Third, the timelinessof the information provided related
to the environment. The 1990shave been expressedas "The
Decadeof the Environment". We must pay particular attention to the needsand interests of our society and especially
the local community. The instructional package on sprayers
contained information related to both personal and environmental safety. The effective instruction of affective
behaviors is a critical element for teaching technology.
Fourth, the applied approach to technology transfer used
problem solving strategies and the latest technology. As we
all have experienced, it is difficult at times to teach young
people to solve problems. At first we seem to have a narrow, let's get out the calculators to solve something,
approach. Being about to solve all kinds of problems in a
variety of formats is a very important learning processwhich
our students need to experience.Technology transfer instruction is based upon those critical thinking processesrelated
to problem solving.
Fifth, many groups cooperated. Several institutions of
higher learning provided workshops and teacher in-service
programs for teachers.The National Agricultural Mechanics
Committee was involved early on with the program. This
Committee has representativesfrom about every state, and
is familiar to many of you as the group that conducts the
National FFA Agricultural Mechanics Contest and develops
the understandings and performances listed in Bunerrw
Foun. This group performs other activities related to
(Continued on page L5)
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Agricultural Education:
First Twenty-Five Years of
the Third Millennium
If you had a crystal ball or some type of super talent that
would enable you to accurately predict the future - what
do you think the future would be like? If we were able to
accurately predict the future, it would allow us to plan and
make-the n_ecessaryadjustment that would impiove the
overall quality of life for every American.
However, this is not currently possible. We cannot predict
the future, but we can analyze the present and pait and
develop some ideas relative to whai the future holds. A
number of scholarshave attempted to predict the future by
studying the present and past. Nostradimus, an astrologei,
attempted to predict the future by studying the future
arrangement of the universe (stars, planets, etc.). Many
scholarsbelieve that he accurately predicted such events as
World War II, the rise and fall of Hitler, the assassinations
of the-Kennedys and Dr. Martin L. King, and more recently,
specific events occurring in the Middle East.
More recent scholars and futurists include ]ohn Naisbitt,
author of MecernrNDs: TEN Nrw DrnrcrroNs TnaNsronurNc Oun Llvrs and co-author of Mrcernrxps 2000: TprvNrw
DrnrcuoNs FoRrHE 1990s. In the book Mrcarnrrvns 2000,
Naisbitt and Aburdene predict changes in society and the
world and how thesechangeswill affect our liveJnow and
in the future. The authors of this article thought it fitting
to review some of the ideas of Naisbitt and Aburdene to
develop the focus for Agricultural Education by 2025. The
book by Naisbitt and Aburdene takes a comprehunsiveapproach to addressingsociety and the world; however, the
authors will selectspecific germane points pertinent to this
article for discussion.
Tunrr porNTsDrscussED
ny N.a.rsnrrrexo AnunnrNE THAT
rHE AUTHoRS
woulD LrKEro Drscussl^xnGlobal Society, the
ut-ilizationof biotechnology, and changesin the uorkplace.
The idea of a Global Society suggeststhit we exist in a world
community. This is evidencedby advancesin technology/
biotechnology, communications, information, transporta,
tion, production and marketing systems.Advances in these
systemsallow us to communicate all over the world and produce and market products across geographic, cultural
and/or political barriers. These changet hi'oe given old
words new meaning, i.e., global pricing, global
".o.o*y,
information age, cultural nationalism, high-tech/high
toucir,
etc,
Biotechnology is a buzz word used in many academic,
social, political and technological and industrial settings.A
generally accepted definition of biotechnology is thai it is
"a neTDscience that
focuses on manipulating and modifying plants and animals using recombinant DNA and othbr
nezotechnology such that it can produce a product it ordinarily uould not produce."
JUNE,1ee1
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This new scienceis having a tremendous impact upon our
daily-lives. Many believe that biotechnologyholdsihe key
to solutions to many health, agricultural and environmental problems; however, it presents some serious concerns
and implications for the same. In addition to the concerns
listed above, many also believe that biotechnology presents
concerns relative to religion and ethics. While discussing
biotechnology, Naisbitt and Aburdene (1990) stated:
Biotechnology is becoming a powerful presencein our lives, yet most
of us know very little about this massive scientific phenomenon and
even less about its social and ethical implications. Biotechnology
will eventually make it possible to identify and manipulate inheritei
characteristics. And that's the scary part. l /hile biotechnology suggestsawesome contributions to the improvement of life, it also raises
questions that make people very uneasy.

Students are studying biotechnology concepts and technology in agriculture,

While discussingthe work force, Naisbitt and Aburdene
indicate that the worker in the future will be a very affluent
and well educated person. They also indicate that a large
number of the jobs will be in the area of information and
that women will assumea larger number of. jobs. "Eightyfour percent of working wornen are part of the information/service sector." (Naisbitt and Aburdene, 1990). While
they suggestthat women will assumea larger number of jobs
in the future, they also indicate that women will assume
more leadership positions and become key leaders in the
workplace.
According to Naisbitt and Aburdene (1990), it is almost
impossible to superviseinformation work. Information work
goes on in a person's mind and media with which they work.
It may take place at home, while vacationing, or riding in
a car. Therefore, the nature and structure of the work place
will change. Structured task and fixed work time will change
and the chief focus of organizations and institutions will be
on the achievementof organizational goals and objectives.
The worker in the future will be less likely to respond to
authority, but will be more receptive to leadership, diplomacy, cooperation and flexibility. In the future, "flexibility
must become the watchword of leadership." (Naisbitt and
Aburdene, 1990.) The attitudes of workers will change from
that of being happy to have a job to "have skills will sell."
Workers will also have less loyalty in the future and be
more concernedwith personal goals, growth and development. Workers will not be concerned with organizational
goals if the organization does not provide for the accomplishment of their personal goals.
The ideas presentedabove have specific implications for
agricultural education with respect to teacher preparation
and program content. Following is a discussion on some
specific projects for agricultural education in the future.

Implicationsfor Agricultural Education
In an attempt to plan and implement an agricultural
education program that will meet the needs of students and
the community, state and national education planners must
address three basic areas - teacher education, curriculum
development and teacher in-service. These three areas
address three basic questions that should be answered if
appropriate educational experiencesare to be provided for
students. Who shall teach?What shall be taught? What shall
be the nature and content of in-service?
Who shall teach? Currently, agriculture teachers are prepared by the universities and the licensor process is administered by the various state departments of public instruction. As the American society changes, so shall the role of
the agriculture teacher. If agriculture teachers are to be adequately prepared, teacher preparation must change to keep
pace. The universities should take the leadership for providing prospective teachers with the necessary experiences
in biotechnology, high tech subjects and advanced teaching
methods and strategies. Agricultural education administrators and faculty will systematically review admissions,student evaluation and exit policies; student teaching will be
extended to one year with pay.
The changing demographics suggest that teachers should
have continuous cultural and sensitivity training as the
classroom will become the melting pot of students from
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culturally diverse backgrounds. Lawrence Lezotte (1989), in
his research on effectioe schools, indicated that "by the year
2000, America will be a nation where one of every three
citizens will be nonwhite." Teachersshould be knowledgeable of various cultural traditions and norms as not to project ideas that may be deemed ethnocentric
The population will be older and the role of the educational leader in the community will be renewed significance
for agriculture teachers.With the focus on the production
of healthy and safe food and the preservation of the environment, the role of the agriculture teacher for providing
instruction in and about agriculture should be a tremendous
one in the future. According to Kahler (1985); the future
will require adults to continuously renew and update their
skills as a result of changing jobs or changing technology.
Agriculture teachers can-expect a renewed emphasis on
adult education activities. Agriculture teachers should be
well educated with respect to adult learning theories, procedures and practices.
Who shall be taught? This is not a very complex question to address.Many scholarsindicate that discipline content may change with the development of new information,
but they agreethat the basic principles of teaching and learning remain the same. This question directly refers to content of the agricultural education curriculum. Given that
society is dynamic and that we live in a world community,
the content of agricultural education should drastically
change in order to meet the needs of students. The curriculum to the year 2025 should address and focus on the
following:
1. The teaching of concepts. To prepare students for change,
they must be able to grasp basic concepts that provide
the foundation for change. Bruner (tggZ) called this the
"all encompassingidea" emanating from his curriculum
theory, "spiral curriculum." Bruner (L982) also stated:
What learning general or fundamental principles does is to ensure
that memory loss will not mean total loss, that what remains
will permit us to reconstruct the details when needed. A good
theory is the vehicle not only for understanding a phenomenon
now but also for remembering it tomorrow.

Given that we live in an information society and that new
information is constantly being generated, it seemsinappropriate to teach students an array of facts and figures
that will be obsolete by the time they are out of school.
2. The new scienceshould be the order of the day. Teachers
teaching production agriculture from a purely production perspectivewill be long gone by the year 2025. Given
that agriculture then and now operates on the premise
of more output for less input, the new science offers the
appropriate approach for achieving this goal. Agricultural Education should focus on the nezpscience,the commensurate, professional and technical careers being
developed in the process. This is a very critical point
because production agriculture as we know it will not
exist in the year 2025. Farming in the future will require
highly educatedpersons who will be able to work wilh
and understand tremendously complex materials and
processes.By the year 2025, technology would have
solved many of the production problems associatedwith
pollution, processing, packaging, storage, marketing and
transportation. By the year 2025, it will be possible to
THE AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION MAGAZINE

engagein production agriculture in urban areas on a large
scale.It is conceivablethat a large farm could be locatid
downtown next to the metropolitan bank or business
building. Innovative agricultural/farm structures will
become a part of the urban landscape. ,

their role of instructional leader in the school and community and help students develop leadership skills that
will help them to work efficiently and coopiratively in
the workplace. Teachers should spend more time on
developing those affective characteristicsthat focus on
successin the workplace and society.
What shall be the nature and content of teacher in-service?
The university will serve as the center of academic activity
for agricultural education programs with respectto teacher
in-service and preparation, and will provide research results
for policy making. The universities should develop an
organized, systematic and ongoing approach for teachir inservice. Research,evaluation and follow-up should be an
integral part of this process. This approach should include
policy makers, agricultural scientists, university administrators, agribusinessand industrial leaders, local school
administrators and agricultural teacher educators.

Summary

Students utilize the computer to study advanced technology in agriculture,

3. Change, adaptability and flexibility will be the order of
the day. Teachers should be taught to develop critical
thinking and problem solving skills. In order foi teachers
to teach, executeand demonstratetheseskills, they must
possessthem. Teachersand studentswill require a broad
knowledge base composed of a variety of theories, concepts and principles to engagein critical or problem solving activities. Teacherswill require a broad basededucation to respond to needs of the students.
4. Leadershipis proiected to be a critical area in the future
workplace. Teachers are considered instructional leaders.
Agriculture teachers should develop critical leadership
and human relations skills. Individuals in the future are
projected to not respond to authority like they have in
the past. Agriculture teachersmust focus on enhancing

Problem Solving?
(Continued from page 3)
technology" and can help avoid the "Ugly American Syndrome" when working with developing countries.
Students need to develop an understanding of the soft
system methodology and the ability to know when it is
appropriate to use it. An ability to identify the various
systems involved in a problematic situation is critical to
IUNE,1991

Education in and about agriculture will be an important
concern in the future. The production of healthy/safe food
and fiber and the issuessurrounding it will continue to be
major concerns for the world community. Just as society
is changing, so are the people with respect to attitudes,
values and traditions. The development and implementation of an effective and appropriate agricultural education
program through the year 2025 will require aggressive
leadership, long term planning, and adequate resources.
Such a program will require a commitment to the improvement_of the quality of life for all, guided and direcled by
specific goals.
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those using the soft system approach. An agricultural student must not only understand the natural system involved
in the production and processing of food and fiber, but must
also understand the man-made systems involved (ie.,
government, cultural and religious beliefs). Agricultural
education must make a conscientious effort to teach students
problem solving methodologies that are appropriate to the
kind of problems they may encounter. Itli not enough to
limit problem solving to the reductionist, scienceapproach.
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Weatheringthe Thunderstorm
of Change Toward the Year ZO2S
How would you like to live in a part of the world where
the climate is dominated by daily thunderstorms? predicting the amount of rain from these thunderstorms would be
like trying to predict the amount of change that will occur
in the future. In a world moving as fast as ours is today,
change is a fact of life. The Greek philosopher Heraclitus
said, "There is nothing permanent except change.,, The
challenge for tomorrow's agricultural edulatorr *ill b" to
learn how to improve the quality, not the quantity of
changes in the profession.
Throughout the 20th century, we have witnessed an
unprecedented rate of change that has grown exponentially,
fueled by vast amounts of new educati,onaland agricultural
innovations. According to Naisbitt (19g}), scientific and
technical knowledge is growing at a rate of 13Vo per year,
which results in a doubling every 5.5 years. Taiing into
account changes in agriculture and education in the past ten
years (e.g., changesin tillage systems,increasedacademics)
and the increased speed of innovation adoption, can you
fathom what agricultural education might be tike in the year

202s7

Certainly agricultural education will be different by the
year 2025. That difference will occur because of deliberate
adaptation (change)to new developments in both agriculture
and education. Understanding some of the basic principles
of change and tips for facilitating change can assist yo., in
improving the quality of change for our profession.

What is Change?
Change has become a quick fix for many organizations
that have little understanding of what change ruilly -eans.
For agricultural education, does it mean we will havi to learn
many new things or just a few things very well? Does it mean
change in the sensethat the average combine manufactured
in the'90s will have more computer power than Apollo 11
possessedthe day it landed on the moon over 20 yelrs ago?
Or does it mean change in the sense that I had a diffi;lt
time explaining to my wife that FFA no longer stands for
the Future Farmers of America.
Organizational change means that there will be real
changesin the behavior of people throughout the organization. Rodgers (1933)stated that change is not an event, but
r-aller a_developmentalprocess. This means doing things
differently on a day-to-day basis, asking different questions,
carrying out new experiments, and developing and adopting new innovations. It means sharing different stories with
fellow teachersin an attempt to explain what is happening
around you. To succeedin this kind of effective-ihangi
means that change will take a long time to accomplish.

The Change of Change!
Many theories have been proposed to explain how change
12
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occurs, Presentingthe basic stepsof a common theory that
explains the change process can aid us in more clearly
understanding what change really involves.
Rodgers has proposed a theory regarding the adoption
of technological innovations (change) that is based on his
research and a review of other diffusions of innovations
research.He contends that change is a developmental process.According to Rodgers (1983), the innovation-decision
process consists of five stages:
1. The knowledge stageoccurswhen an individual is aware
than an innovation exists.
2. The persuasion stage occurs when an attitude toward the
innovation is formed by the individual.
3. The attitude leads to the decision stage where the person decides to either adopt or reject the innovation.
4. During the implementation stage, the individual learns
how to use the innovation, develops expertise, and
possibly alters some aspects of the innovation
(re-invention).
5. The confirmation stage consists of gathering follow-up
information that either supports the decision to adopt
the innovation or causesthe individual to discontinue
using the innovation.
_Let's put this theory into practice within agricultural
education. Supposeyou are aware of a new methot to introduce students to the concept and implications of gene splicing in agriculture. First, you need to have knowledge of the
new method of teaching which includes the use of a multimedia computer system that assists the participant in
understanding abstract concepts.Next, you would ior^ an
attitude about this computer technology and possibly to
gene-splicing itself (persuasion). Your attitude toward genesplicing and the multimedia system will determine your decision to either adopt or reject the innovation. you enter the
implementation stage when you believe the system and sub(Continued on page 79)
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Outlook 34 YearsFrom Today
The future of agriculture promises new challengesin the
generations to come, but what does it all mean? The
agricultural industry will continue its growth with a resulting
increasein available jobs. In 2025, as in 1991, we will continue to search for enthusiastic young people to become
tomorrow's leaders.
Our nation will continue to become transformed bv
advances in technology. Today's agriculture is much morl
than farming; it is advanced, highly technical, and a highly
specializedfield. Today's agricultural education is moiing
from the traditional methods of teaching production to conl
centration on a more modern approach. The new approach
emphasizesthe sciencesand teihnologies as agriculture,s
fastest growing areas of employment. By iO2S, well_
educated people will be required to meet the demands of
emerging technologiesand employment opportunities. This
puts a great deal of weight on the shoulders of agricultural
educators, but it's a weight they can handle.
Let's explore the education of the future. In-classroom
education should start at a much earlier age. Agricultural
conceptsshould be incorporated into the cuiriculum begin_
ning in kindergarten and should increase in magniiude
throughout the elementary years. Seventh graders-should
seethe initial formal examination and broadening of views
toward opportunities in agriculture careers.During-this time,
students would become encouraged and recruitid to con_
sider agriculture as a possible fuiure occupation. Students
would become aware of agriculture,sglobal impact and the
modern developments used in the clissroom.
Seventh grade progams should include animal science,soil
science, plant science, some mechanics and careers. The
eighth grade program would include agricultural business
education, communication skills, global agriculture and
careers.These two years will serve as gen"ril overview of
topics. Essentially, the seventh and eighth grade courses
should be designed to recruit studentslor future years.
Curriculum in grades nine through twelve would become
progressivelymore indepth. General topics should be quite
diverse and would be taught from the scientific point of
view. A strong emphasis should be placed on human rela_
tions and communication skills development. An increased
emphasis on marketing, entrepreneurship, international
agriculture and biotechnology should enhince the six-vear
curriculum in agricultural education.
Com-puter usagewill continue to be important at this time
and will be utilized more,extensivelyin il"rr.oo* teaching
methods. Instructors will be more proficient in teachini
practices,
_employingmore hands-on experience
-studentsactivities foi
better understanding of subject matter.
will become
more consciousof the skills employers are seekingand will
set personal goals by the end of their senior year. prior to
reaching the senior year, a closer examination of career
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opportunities available will be undertaken. Agricultural edu_
cators in this era will be more proficient in guiding and
counseling students. According to U.S. Departrnent of Agriculture career opportunities foreseen in igriculture in the
2Lst century are:
32Vo marketing, merchandising and sales
29Vo scientists and related professionals
'L4Vo
managers and financial specialists
l'J.Vo social service
8 Vo agricultural production
6Vo education and communication
The year 2025 will seeemployers hiring students for summer employment. This employment will be similar to the
cooperative jobs made available to college students. Students
choosing summer employment will enhance their skills and
will experiencefirst hand the operation of the businessworld
in agriculture. With summer employment experience,
students will place their collective feet in the doorbf future
employment opportunities in the nation,s largest industry
and employer. Education in this era will be highly impoitant as employers seek additional education biyond high
school and four year college programs.
An additional two years of education will become common; the two additional years will focus on specializedareas
of study. For example, the first year of agribusinesswill consist of the principles of marketing ind the economics
associatedwith it. The second year will consist of application of these principles through job experience. Once again,
we will see an increased need for agricultural educafors;
tomorrow's careers begin with agricultural education.
public's perception of agriculture needs to change.
_,Th".
This should be the agricultural educator's main focus in t-he
future. Many ideas can be implemented to alter this perception and to keep agriculture at the cutting edge.
Agricultural education instructors need to,
1. Emphasize the biotechnology and bio-science aspect of
agriculture in dealing with agricultural education
students.-Thesepeople should contirru" to educate high
school administrators, school boards, members of tf,e
community and citizens of their countries.
(Continued on page 23)

The Swing of the Pendulum
The Idaho State Board of Education adopted admission
standards to ldaho's public college and universities in L985.
The purposes of the admission policies were to:
1. Promote institutional policies which meet or exceed
minimum state-wide standards for admission to higher
education institutions.
2. Inform students of the academic expectationsof collegelevel work.
3. Improve the quality of academicpreparation for college.
4. Make better academic preparation for college available
to more students.
5. Admit to higher education students for whom there is
a reasonable likelihood of success.
Those admission standards have been a significant impact
on those of us who promote vocational education, and
especially vocational education in agriculture at the secondary level, as a program that students who have an interest
in agriculture as a career could benefit from. The admission
standards, as written in 1985, disallowed vocational education as coursework counting toward admission to Idaho's
college and universities. The particular standard that
disallowed vocational education read as follows:
Practical arts courses will not be counted toward this requirement
(Fine Arts/Humanities/Foreign Language). Practical arts are defined as vocational, pre-vocational, or consumer homemaking programs approved by the State Board of Education. Practical arts
courses include agriculture education, business education, health
occupations education, consumer homemaking education, home
economics occupational education, industrial technology education,
vocational marketing education, multi-occupations education, and
trade, industrial and technical education.

Many of us in agricultural education in Idaho felt that,
over the years, the admission standards to higher education
were the driving force in defining high school curriculum
standards. Agricultural educators in Idaho have never questioned the rationale and propriety of the increased standards
in the areas of English, mathematics and science. Agricultural educators particularly object to the very specific exclusion of vocational education (agricultural education) as contributing to the preparation to individuals interested in pursuing university work in agriculture or related areas.
However, the aforementioned not withstanding, things
changed.
In October L988, several agricultural educators gave
testimony to the Academic Affairs and Program Committee of the State Board of Education about the worth and
value of agriculture and other vocational education courses
for preparing students for college. The Academic Affairs and
Program Committee reported this concern and concerns
about other issuesto the Board.
As a result, a review committee was appointed by the
Board in ]une of 1989, to review the college and university
admission standards and report any recommendations to the
t4
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Board. Two agricultural educators were appointed as
members of the review committee.
The Admission Standard Review Committee met once a
month from August 1989 to March 1990. It prepared a set
of recommendations concerning the admission standards
and these recommendations were heard by the Academic
Affairs and Program Committee of the Idaho State Board
of Education in April 1990.
The admission standards were recommended to be changed in the following manner.
The English, Mathematics and Social Sciencerequirements
should basically remain as currently written; the
Mathematics category is scheduledto be increasedfrom four
to six credits in the fall of 199L.
The Natural Sciencearea will also increasefrom its present four credits to six credits in 1991 and the Admission
Standards Review Committee recommended that a maximum of two credits of applied sciencebe allowed toward
this category of Natural Science.
The Committee's rationale for this recommendation was
a result of the concern of the agricultural education community of Idaho which had been very instrumental over the
last several years in revamping and revitalizing the secondary agriculture curriculum, and the Committee felt several
of their courses qualified as applied biological science.
The Admission Standards Review Committee decided that
if a course:
L. Met the criteria for scienceas defined by the State Department of Education's Secondary School Coursesof Study
Guide, and
2. Was verified by a State Department of Education science
consultant to be a bonafide sciencecourse, and
3. Fell within the broad subject areasof anatomy, biology,
chemistry, earth science,geology, physiology, physics,
physical science, or zoology,
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then it would be viewed as a sciencecourse no matter what
the course prefix.
A requirement not listed above dealt with the fact that
the instructor teaching the course would be certified to teach
in the biological sciencearea as a secondary suh,jectmatter
area.
The category of Humanities/Fine Arts/Foreign Language
was changed to Humanities/Foreign Language and reduced to two credits.
The other two credits were combined with the current
speech credit into another category called Other College
Preparation. In this category students would be allowed io
select speech or debate (not more than one credit),
studio/performing arts (art, dance, drama, and music). additional foreign language, and State Division of Vocational
Education approved classes(Agricultural Scienceand Technology, Health Occupations Education, Consumer
Homemaking Education, Occupational Home Economics,
Ind 'strial Technology Education, Marketing Education, and
Trade, Industrial and Technical Education).
The Admissions Standards Review Committee has, in
most respects, adopted the following rationales for the
cnanges.
Vocational education has changed dramatically the last
several years especially in Idaho, and its current status is
not commensurate with the traditional historical percep_
tions. The term Vocational Education is not limited io
welding, shop, and home economics, or the courses that
many of us took in junior and senior high school during our
particular tenure.
The myth that vocational education lacks anv sort of
quality control was dispelled by the amount of scrutinv the
Division of Vocational Education expendswhen approving
new programs and continuing others.
Vocational Education was judged (by the Admissions
Standards Review Committee) to be complementary to the
total educational process.One of the obieitives of the Divi
sion of Vocational Education, as identified in the Five-year
State-wide PIan for Vocational Education, was to encourage
greater integration of vocational and academic instruction
and programs. In addition to occupational skills, Vocational
Education was concerned wittr providing students an
understanding of career options and choices, reinforcement
of-their ability to read, communicate, compute, reason, and
solve problems, knowledge of how to finJ and keep a job,
responsible attitudes toward work and co-workers, the ability to set priorities, and the capabilities to study and learn.

Agricultural Mechanization
A Model of Technology Transfer
(Continued from page g)
Agricultural Mechanics Education which you may not be
aware, such as conducting technology seminars and presenting researchfindings. The Committee has membeis from
industry as well as educational groups. By conducting inservice programs and incorporating an agricultural sprayer
into the 1991 Mechanics Contest, this group contributed to
the overall success of the instructional program. Such
cooperation is a critical component to providing effective
technology transfer instruction.
IUNE.1ee1

A chief purpose of vocational education was to motivate
students who utilize a different approach to learning to acquire information through an applied setting. This, by no
means, implied that the leaming was inferior to that acquired
in a more traditional lecture setting.
Ad4itionally, the Committee recognized that adding vocational education to the subject matter allowed to meet the
standards would allow increased flexibility in the admission
requirements while also giving the vocational community
recognition that its courses did indeed have value in shaping and molding individuals for success.The consensusof
the Committee was that vocational education did have
merits in developing successfulcandidates for college.

Implications
Whatdoesit all mean?Therlcbmmendations
of theAdmission Standards Review Committee were accepted by the
Academic Affairs and Program Committee of the State
Board of Education and the Idaho State Board of Education accepted the recommendations during the fall of 199'J".
Students who elect to utilize vocational education courses.
and e-speciallyagriculture courses, as part of their high
school preparation will be able to apply two of these credlts
toward the category of Other College Preparation. If an
agriculture program has applied biology courseswithin it,
the student may also apply two credits of applied
agricultural biology to the Natural Sciencerequirement.
Many people had done much work since the initial collgge_qn_d
university admission standards were adopted by
the Idaho State Board of Education in 1985. Many people
in agriculture and vocational education had worked hird
behind the scenesto change the misconceptions that Vocational Education and, especially agricultuial education, did
not- assist students in preparation for life and,/or study at
Idaho's college and universities. The payoff for this hard
work is in sight.
As the aforementioned standards are accepted, vocational
education and specifically vocational education in agr!
culture will be seenin a new light. In addition, vocational
education programs will be measured by a new standard,
a standard increased in stringency.
Along with most new staturescome new responsibilities.
Are we, in agricultural education in Idaho capible of handling this new stature and the attendant responsibilities?
Pendulums do indeed swing in two directions!.
The instructional program in agricultural sprayers seryes
as an excellent model for future programs. It hadmany key
components which combined to form a synchronized program involving several different groups students,
teachers, industry personnel and teacher lducators. While
not perfect, the relative successof this program appears to
have evolved from the interactions bf these groups to
develop and implement effective instruction at all livels. We,
as educators, should use this model of cooperation in the
future to develop more instructional progi"*,
for technology transfer instruction. As a team, *".Jt
provide effective, up-to-date instruction for our students that is based
upon industry and educational cooperation.
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The PurposeBehind The Tool
A Philosophy
Many times in education, we get so enchanted with the
processor methods used to accomplish the task at hand that
we forget what it is we are ultimately trying to achieve. We
get so lnvolved with the subject matter being taught that
we lose sight of our final objective.
Education is a tool used to facilitiate the learning
capabilities and development of an individual. Through the
educational process, we, as instructors, help students
develop personal responsibility, ptide, and integrity' The
needs of the students being taught by instructors of
agricultural education require the utmost consideration duririg the educational p.o."tt. The instructors of agricultural
education are responsible for the development of their
students.
Perhaps roe need to look at the product to obsense
uhat he is doing, rather then ttthat he is saying. In
the final analysis the important record is znritten in

the studenthimself.

-Juergenson

The purpose behind this tool, called education, is to produce a-soiially proficient and functional individual. The
methods used to-produce this individual vary a great deal'
Whether or not various instructional subiect matter areas
produce that functional individual dependson the instrucior's presentation of them. It is not necessarilythe technical
content of subject matter areas which produces the desired
outcome. Rather, it is the input from, and interaction with
the instructor which produces an individual who can benefit
society.
Whether or not we accept the fact, our students'first impression of us is their first visual of us' How we appear and
act will largely determine what the students'impression of
us will be.
Oututard appearcmce,be it fine or poor, speaks long
-AnonYmous
before our first uord.
If we want to refine our teaching, we cannot discount the
importance of our appearance' It does matter- It matters to
oui students, colleagues,and parents. Our experienceshould
tell us that students spend considerabletime and effort with
their own appearance.We seea lot of hair combing; we see
a great deal of "in" clothing. If we have children of our own.
*i ,"" their need to havJfashionable clothes and to look
a certain way. This may not be desirable, but it is reality'
The appearance of our classrooms and laboratories is also
of the uimost importance. If our classrooms contain only
rows of desks and blank bulletin boards, they will not
simulate a good learning environment. The appearanceof
our laboratory facilities is equally important. If we, as instructors, are trying to instill appropriate work ethics and
habits in our siudents, we also must follow some basic
principles.
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The facilities in which students are to develop desirable
habits and characteristics must reflect those desirable habits
and characteristics,and the facilities must simulate the real
thing as nearly as possible. The lack of local, state, and
fedeial funds is no eic.tse for an untidy and hazardous learning environment. An untidy and hazardous learning enviionment only reinforces the common perception that
agriculture and agricultural education are for the slower,
leis motivated individuals. It does not project the extremely technical and demanding attributes of today's agricultural
industry and related sciences.
Remember, your classroom and laboratory are you' Ask
yourself from your students'perspectivewhether you could
spend an hour learning in the environment provided by your
ficility. It is that lasiing visual impression which will influence, to a great degree,how studentswill respond to our
instruction and guidance.
It is important that we, as educators, maintain a professional appearance, both personally and in our teaching
environment. If we dress appropriately, maintain a learning appropriate environm"nt in onr facilities, and continually-strive for improvement, we can more effectively influence
siudents. After-all, as educators, we are the sum of our parts'
Being professional in our appearanceis as important as being professional in the way we think and act.
It has been proven that most people will rise to the level
of expectationiet by those they follow or respect' Therefore,
let us adopt the phiiosophy of Joe Patterno, Penn State football coach, "l-uilt neuer sell you short." This phrase
epitomizes what education should be about. How can we,
as educators, expect our students to rise to a certain level
of excellencewhin we fail to encourage,push and motivate
them to believe in their own ability to achieve success'We
must believe in our students even when they lack the selfesteem to believe in themselves.
Not only must we maintain a high level of expectation
for our students, but we must maintain even higher standards and expectations for ourselves. Once we cease to
demand more from ourselves and to expand our knowledge
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of our field, we begin to stagnate. This leaves us like the
student in the back row who has given up on himself.

if the program and the students will succeed or simply
endure.

When we think about our position and function as
educators of tomorrow's leaders, many perceptions may
come to mind. For instance, we may think of ourselves as
planners, presenters, testers, and evaluators; and we are.
We may seeourselves as helpers, facilitators, and advocates
of youth; and we are. However, often we fail to think of
ourselves as leaders; and we should. We are, after all, the
chief executive officer in our programs.

The only way in uhich any one can lead us is to
restore to us the belief in our ou)n guidance.
-Henry Miller

This line of thought requires us to ask ourselves two questions. First, what is leadership?Second, are we a leader in
our program? One question is easy to answer for you; the
other you will have to answer yourself.
As certainly as some individuals have aspired to be
leaders,leadershiphas inspired many others. Ai some point
in our lives, many of us have had certain leadersinfluence
us in significant ways. They may have been parents,
teachers,employers, speakers,or friends. Those who have
inspired us have had specialtalents and abilities. They seem
to realize that leadership is a privilege, a function, and a
responsibility, not a position and they act accordingly. This
seems to be the common link among all true leaders.
"an indiuidual's uillingness to accept and
- Leadership is
fulfill a gioen responsibility in causing others to uant to
accomplish the task at hand." To us, as educators, this
should mean the tasks being performed in our classrooms
and laboratories. The key word in the definition is want.
Thewordwant points out the goal of making both leading
and being led a rewarding experience,assuming we are striving to meet the needs of our students.
Our leadershipof our program, or the lack of, will shape
at least part of our students'characters. Becauseof this,
specific subject matter has little to do with the effectiveness
of any given program. It is the instructor who will decide

Agricultural Education -

2025

(Continued from page 7)
After we have determined the image young people have
of agriculture and jobs within agriculture then we must
determine how potential students envision instruction in
agriculture as part of their high school curriculum. Will we
be presenting a course of study that will meet the needsand
interests of those potential students?Much of the direction
into our educational programs comes from the presentor's
luNE, 1991

We, as instructors, have, at some level of consciousnesi,
decidedto acceptthe responsibility of educatingyouth. The
decision to lead in this task remains and will alwavs be an
individual one. To add value to any program, the realization of value must first occur. It is then imparted through
foresight and leadership by the instructor.
The value of our programs lies primarily in the following three areas.Theseare the diversity and flexibility of the
curriculum we use; the opportunities allowed us to instill
the characteristics of leadership and responsibility in our
students; and our opportunities^for individual instruction,
motivation, and reinforcement.
The student can only develop those characteristicsthat
will make him a socially functional individual through an
increasedburden of responsibility. The agricultural educator is uniquely equipped, through the basic design of the
agriculture program, to do this through a diverse curriculum, leadershipopportunities for the students,and individual student instruction, motivation, and reinforcement.
The methods selected to incorporate the desired level of
responsibility are most often left to you, the program instructor. The choicesyou make can be all important to your
students' development.
We, in agricultural education, know that every tool or
piece of equipment in our classroom or laboratory has a
specificpurpose. If that tool is used for some purpose other
than that for which it is intended, it may be damaged and
its usefulnessdecreased.Public education is a tool with a
very definite purpose; add value to society by producing
graduates who are socially proficient and functional individuals. How do we, as agricultural educators, add value
to those graduates?

point of view and very little comes from the user's point
of view. We may be offering programs that worked well
for the youth of today and twenty years ago. However, do
we know if that is what youth are interestedin or need for
tomorrow?
This issue of THr Acnrcurrune Epucerrow M^e,cazrHr
develops the theme of Agricultural Education - 2025.
The authors of the articles in this issue describe their view
of the future of agricultural education. Perhaps the most
common theme is change and the consequencesof change.
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Developing Skills For The Future
A distinction between objects and persons is that persons
are inherently of value and objects are not. An object may
or may not be valuable, depending on what it does; but a
person in most cultures is prized just becausehe or she is
a person.
Eighteenth-centuryGerman philosopher Immanual Kant
grounded his ethics in the principle that an obiect could be
treated as a means to an end, but that persons, becauseof
their intrinsic value, should never be treated as the means
to achieve some end, but should always be treated as an
end in themselves.It's not that everything a person does is
good just becausehe or she is a person. Humans are obviously capable of thoughtless, inconsiderate, selfish and
even brutal acts. We cannot value all human behavior
positively; however, as educators we can add behaviors to
our students that are valued positively. Behaviors that are
valued positively can be learned from positive experiences.
We all learn from our experiences.From touching a hot
stove, we learn to avoid heated objects. From communicating with people, we experiencefeelingsand emotions.
Everyday we have experienceswe learn from. Many of the
values students learn can be leamed only by experience.Seeing a movie on welding is not the same aspracticing welding.
Learning from experience is especially useful when learning new skills. No one wants to ride an airplane with a pilot
w[o has read a book on how to fly but has never actually
flown a plane. Reading about how to overhaul an engine
is not enough to make us skillful mechanics;we need practice and experiencein those laboratory skills'
Our students are not born with all the skills they will need,
nor will the skill appear magically when the students need
them. As secondary agriculture instructors, we add to the
value of our students by helping them develop the skills
necessary to prepare them for the world of work. The
following steps might be helpful in adding value to our
students by teaching skills.
1. Studentsmust understand why the skill is important and
how it will be of some future value to them. To want
to learn a skill, they must see a current or future need
for the skill.
2. Students must understand what the skill is and the component behaviors they have to engage in to perform the
ikills. to learn a skill, they must have a clear idea of what
the skill is, and know how to perform it. Often it is
helpful to have someone who has already mastered the
skill demonstrate it several times while describing it step
by step.
3. Studentsmust have accessto realistic situations in which
students can practice the skill. To master a skill, they have
to practice it again and again. Studentsmay have to try
practicing the skill for a short time each day for several
days until they are sure they have mastered it completely.
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4. Studentswill need someoneto observetheir practice and
tell them how well they are performing the skill. Feedback is necessaryfor correcting mistakes in learning a skill
and identifying problems they have in mastering the
skills. Through feedback, they find out how much progress they are making in mastering the skill. Feedback
lets them compare how well they are doing to how well
they want to do.
5. Students will need to keep practicing! With most skills,
there is a period of slow learning, then a period of fast
improvement, then a period in which performance remiins about the same, then another period of fast
improvement, then another plateau, and so forth.
Plateaus are quite common in skill development. Students
must persevereuntil the next rapid period of improvement begins.
6. Instructors will need to design and load students' prac-'
tice toward success.Set up practice units that students
can easily master. It always helps students to have some
successas they practice a skill.
7. Instructors will need to design an instructional sequence
so as to encourageand/or require the student to use the
developed skill in a real situation. Students'friends can
help them learn by giving them encouragementto do so.
Thi more encouragementthey receive, the easierit will
be for them to practice the skill.
8. Students will need to practice until the skill feels real. The
more they use a skill, the more natural it feels. I /hile learning the skill, they may feel self-consciousand awkward.
Praiticing their skill is like role playing; it does not feel
like real behavior. But they should not let this awkwardnessstop them from mastering the skill. If they keep practicing, [he awkwardness will pass, and soon they will
become comfortable and natural in using the skill'
Add valuable skills to your students' skills repertoire
through futuristic, meaningful and realistic experiencesand
skill development situtations. Give your students the tools
to be succesiful in the future; be sure not to only give them
the tools that were successfulin the past for you.
(Continued on page L9)
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Weathering the Thunderstorm of Change
Toward the Year 2025
(Continued from page 12)
ject will work in your agricultural education program. In
this stageyou learn how to use the multimedia system, take
an in-service course or seminar on gene-splicing,and develop
new teaching strategies.Finally,,after some trial period, you
confirm whether or not the multimedia system and gene
splicing subject is worth its continued use.
It is important to note that new innovations do not always
produce the desired quality of changesexpected.You only
have to look at the increased concerns over the use of
pesticides or the newly directed attention given to at-risk
students to seethat change has side effects. Therefore, it is
important that we selectthe innovations available to us that
can improve the quality of change in our programs.

Strategiesfor Effective Change
Rodger's theory regarding the change processcan be effectively implemented in agricultural education by considering specific strategiesto facilitate quality change in each of
our own programs. To facilitate change, the following ideas
have been adapted from the book entitled Conronerr
Currunrs by Terrence E. Deal and Allen A. Kennedy.
Recognizethat the consensusand support of agricultural
education groups will be the maior influence on acceptance
or willingness to change. In general, we resist change because
it is hard work and disrupts the order in our lives. However,
sharing new ideas with groups that have a vested interest
in agricultural education can help generate change within
agricultural education. Such groups could include fellow
teachers, students or advisory councils.
Take advantage of the trusting relationships you have
with others. Trusting relationships take time to develop and
should be an ongoing process.A senseof trust between your
administration, advisory council, parents and studentswill
hastenchangeat the local level. Trust must be nurtured and
supported by commitment. Trust will promote getting
something donel Opennessand trust in the change process
influence whether and how change occurs.
A commitment to lifeJong learning must be made by
agricultural educators to facilitate effective change. Certainly
the creation of new agricultural knowledge will necessitate
the teaching of subjectsthat are on the agricultural horizon.
Acquiring the new skills and knowledge to teach cutting edge

Developing Skills for the Future
(Continued from page 18)
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subjects are needed to implement innovative curriculum
changes. Knowledge acquisition and skill-building is a twoway street - it must be provided in an efficient and
understandableform and the participant must commit the
time needed to acquire the knowledge provided.
Time is an important part of the change equation
agricultural education. No matter what technology presents
itself, changein agricultural education still involves people.
It takes a lot of time to become accustomed to any signifi
cant change. The virtue of patience will assistany agricultural educator attempting to make change happen.
Allow change to fit your situation. Diversity and uniqueness are two pervasive qualities of agricultural education
programs. Agriculture applies so much science and technology that every agricultural educator can customize their
program to ignite student interest and motivation. Taking
risks and being innovative within your program are important activities. Today, more than ever, agricultural educators
have a grab bag of subject matter and high quality materials
from which to choose. This assortment of topics and materials allows every agricultural education teacherto facilitate
change at the local level.

Extended Forecast:
Permanent Chance of Thunderstorms?
The answer is, of course, that all sorts of changes confronting us now may subside in the future, but new ones
will take their place. The storms will continue with no blue
sky on the horizon - at leastfor the foreseeablefuture. But,
if our profession is changing that fast, is anything permanent except a permanent chance of thunderstorms (change)?
There is no doubt that new innovations will causechange.
Knowing this, our biggest challenge is not to adopt every
innovation into our profession, but rather, sift through those
innovations that truly improve our programs and put them
into use. It simply won't do to sell ourselveson the fact that
change is good. Knowing that change is going to occur, we
must strive to deliver quality changesthat will benefit agricultural education programs in the year 2025.
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HISTORICALREVIEW
50 and 25 Years Ago
lune 1947
An editorial written by H.M. Byram was concernedwith
the coordination of general and vocational education. He
noted the importance of having educators in both fields
work togethei. Howener, it was noted that occasionally the
two fields were getting further apart. For 25 years vocational
teachers had been struggling to obtain recognition and
maintenance of standards in the field. In attempting to
obtain such standards, vocational teachersmay have given
the impression that they were different from academic
teacheri. Byram believed that vocational educators made
a serious erior in considering our field to be so different from
anything being done in other fields, "Let us ceaseimplying
thit vocational education is an esoteric subject understood
only by the specially anointed. Let us do our part in bringing about coordination and a better understanding between
general and vocational education."
Lloyd E. Apinwall (Teacher of Vocational Agriculture,
Ventura Junioi College) advocated using more audio-visual
aids in vocational agriculture programs' He noted some of
the newer forms oF audio-visual aids included the third
dimension. Sound-on-slide was newly developed and rapidly
finding its place in teaching agriculture. He also noted that
sound motion pictures had not replaced the silent versions,
but "dubbing in" of voice accompaniment by the teacher
made home-produced motion pictures a great value. Apinwall determined that "No carpenter uses just one tool to
build a house. No teacher should depend upon words alone
to convey proper interpretation of problems to students."
Young farmers and their characteristics were reported by
John B. McClelland (teacher educator, Ames, Iowa). Among
other things McClelland reported that carrying money for
themselvesand getting started in a vocation were very important to individuals of this age. He noted that most young
fur-"tt were considering marriage or were recently married. A survey in Pennsylvania indicated that half the young
men living on farms were qualified to go on to college, but
could not afford to. One study indicated greatest interest
in evening classtopics on dairying with mechanicssecond'
Another study indicated great interest in personality
development.
Other topics covered were: Arkansas Future Farmers had
turned to using radio, Michigan Future Farmers described
its leadership camp, and the influence of adult classes in
agriculture on farming practices.

lune T966
In a major article on the training of agricultural technicians, Brookings and Hunsicker emphasized changing
technology in the field and the need for this level in the
workforce. They recommended technician training in
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livestock production; dairy production and processing;
poultry; firm crop; ornamental horticulture; agricultural
produition, equipment, food processing;grain, feed, seed,
ind supply; foiestry; conservation, recreation, and wildlife;
and soifsiience, reclamation, and conservation. Brookings
and Hunsicker emphasizedpost-secondarytraining needed
to include the "underlying sciencesand related technical
study of procedures, processes,techniques, methods, and
priniiples. They also recommended extensive laboratory experience and an application-oriented strategy.
E.M. Juergenson(University of California, Davis) wrote
an article describing the good record of employment that
vocational agriculture graduates had. He noted that Kentucky and Ohio studies had revealed excellent track records
such as only L percent unemployment six months after graduation from high school. That compared favorably to 15
to 18 percent unemployment nationally for studentsjust out
of high school. In Juergenson'sstudy it was found that some
14.8% of the graduates of vocational agriculture programs
were unemployed, that more were in farming than agrirelated o.".rpuiiot t, that the largest group had incomes of
$a,OOOor less, the next largest group had incomes of
$5,000-$1.0,000,and that an overwhelming number (139 or
149) believed vocational agriculture to be of some help or
very helpful to them.
The issuetheme of evaluation was recognizedwith various
articles. Editor Cayce Scarborough noted that many writers
attempted to distinguish between measurement and evaluation. However, he noted that some degreeof measurement
was involved in evaluation. He further noted that there
needs to be a good concept of "what should be" in order
to measureagainst it. C.J' Crawford (vo-ag teacher,Millry,
Alabama) emphasizedthe balance needed in the total program approach to best serving the needsof,the community'
Ft" rp".ifi.ully listed the area of all day boys, adult and
yorr.,g farmeri, FFA, and Departmental improvement' N'K'
Q.t"rl"r (East Texas State University) encouraged the use
J evaluation of teaching by students. He suggested such
points as teacher interestln subject matter, speech,student
interest, organization, and use of humor.
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BOOK REVIEW
Soils and Nursery Operations
These reviews may be of interest to everyonel The study
of soils should be a core course that fits into every agriscience
curriculum since it directly affects the home owner, gardener
as well as all those involved in an area of production from
greenhouseto farms and ranches. The nursery operations
text is one for many to consider for broadening the scope
of their agriscienceprogram, or if they now should be updating their current text. Let's check them out!
The book, Oun Sorrs exo Tnrrn MeuacruENr, was
reviewed by John Davis, an agribusinessteacherat Chicago
High School which is a magnet agricultural school located
in an urban environment. The students enter the program
knowing little about the importance of soils in site selection
for homes or as a growing medium.
Nunsrny OppnerroNswas reviewed by Brett Norman, the
past State Vice President of the Georgia FFA Association
and currently an agricultural education major at Abraham
Baldwin Agricultural College. Even though Brett has not
been teaching agrisciencein the high school, he has done
a great job in reviewing this text for us.
Oun Sorrs er.rp THErn MeN.e,crvrNr bv Rov Donahue.
Roy Hunter Follett and Rodney W. Tullock, The Interstate
Printers and Publishers, Inc., Danville, lL, 7990 Sixth Edition, 594 pages,price $24.95.
We tell our students that soil is ever changing and that
it only appearsstable. This newly revised edition of one of
the standardssoil textbooks has some changesand they are
for the better. The first 1L chapters presents the scientific
basis for improved land use. The succeedingnine chapters
cover plant groups and enterprise areas. The final chapter
deals with career opportunities in soil and crop management.
I give high marks to the book for its graphics and the
within chapter blocked in notes. The book usesgraphicsand
black and white photography to explain fundamental ideas.
The aerial photographs and vertical soil profiles are especially good. The note features are common in most chapters
and will give students extra information.
Other strong points of this book include the referencesection at the end of each chapter. The 14 page appendix is
filled with almost every conversion factor you would need
in a soils class. My last accolade for this text goes to the
chapter on greenhousesand nurseries.
My only criticism of the book is the lack of chapter questions. I am of the belief that classtextbooks should include
an evaluation section.
I teach at an agricultural magnet high school in an urban
enr-i.ronrnent.All of our students are exposedto soils units
in at least three classes.Even given ouistudents'weak initial hackground in soils, I think thev would be successful
wifh this terct-I would recommend it at best as a classroom
tent aradat least a re{erence for the agriculture department.
fl,INE, Iqql

Bv Devrp L. Howru,

Sprcrar Eprron

(Dr. Houell b Associate Professor, Department
of Vocational-Technical and Adult Education,
Unioersity of New Hampshire.)

John E. Davis
Agribusiness Teacher
Chicago High School of Agricultural Sciences
Chicago, IL
Nunsrny OpEnarrons by Beattie, et al, University Park,
PA: Penn State University,1989, second edition, 21,6pp.,
Student version $17.00 and Teacher version $23.00)
Nunssny Oprnarrons contains information and instruction on the many aspectsof the nursery industry. It gives
an overview of the wholesale nursery industry. The book
also includes what is involved with building, organizing, and
running a nursery. Included in this information is nursery
sites, facilities, equipment, supplies, production planning,
marketing, and management. The book describesthe different types of nursery businessesand occupations in each
of these areas.
Instruction in the book also includes the scienceof growing plants. After describing how plants grow, the text goes
into a variety of propagation methods and the facilities needed for the asexualand sexual reproduction methods. Entire
chapters are committed to growing nursery stock in the field
and in containers; information given in these two chapters
inlcude site preparation, irrigation, fertilization, pest control, diseasecontrol, and harvesting. Becausesome specific
woody crops and herbaceous perennials are grown under
different conditions than other crops, the two groups are
given special attention. A chapter is also set aside for safety during pesticide use.
A teacher'smanual is also available; it has a list of suggestions and references,and a test for each chapter. Each
chapter also has a skills and performance evaluation sheet
for the teacher to record the knowledge obtained and skills
mastered by the student in nursery operations.
Nunseny Oprnerrorqs is a text book intended for high
school nursery classes.It is an easy text from which the
students can learn. It encouragesactive learning that includes
supervised nursery projects to be done by the students at
school and/or at home.
Brett Norman
Abraham Baldwin Agricultural College
Tifton, GA
2-1.

Using Readability Formulas
- Agriculture teachersleed- an easy and reliable way to
choose appropriate and useful textbooks. fh"y *u"i ttu
books to be interesting and easily understood by ihe students
who use them. A book that is not read bv the students is
money wasted.
"5o," a teacher asks, "how do you determine
if students
willwant-to use a given textbooki,'The first thing a teacher
needs to know is if the students will be able to" read and
understand a textbook. Instead of having students do the
choosing (which presentsits own probleris), a teacher can
use a readability formula as part of their selectionprocess.

Defining Readability
-Readability can be defined as interesting to read or capable
of being read easily. A readability formula is a mathematical
equation that estimates the number of years of education
required to easily understand a selection of text. Several
readability formulas have been developed. Most of thesefor_
mulas use a combination of sentenceiength and percentage
of polysyllabic words to estimate readibility.

Use of Readability Formulas
Yes, readability formulas are already being used.
-_
However, are they used properly? There aie as miny dif_
ferent formulas as there are methods of using them. Select_
ing the-right readability formula and the learning to use it
properly should be the most important criteria ai the start
of the process.
For teachersof agriculture, being able to use a formula
is especially important. In agriculture, teachersneed to select
new textbooks every few years just to keep up with new
research. Advances in,science and technology af'fect agricul_
ture and what should be taught in the classioom. Theie ad_
vances mean that new textbooks must be selectedor the old
onesupdated often. An agriculture teachercannot selectone
book and use it for ten years. Most books will be out of
date in five years or less.

Disadvantages of Using Formulas
Readability formulas are not perfect. They cannot detect
.
bad writing. Someone could string a bunch of words
together that have absolutely no connection, apply a for_
mula_,ard get a result that says a child in the fourt'h grade
should be able to read it with ease. ,,The cat space lald an
9BBgiant. It said have a horse." These sentencesare gibberish, but becausethe sentencesare short and the wo"rds
simple, a formula would say that it should be easy to read.
Formulas can give a false confidence in badlv *iitten and
unorganized materials, while on the other hand exclude
material written with originality and imagination (Davison,

7e86).
S,ome_
reggalchersquestionthe validity of readability for_
mulas.In 7982,Longosaid,"Validity, i critical charicter_
istic of. readability formulas, obviously requires that a
measuringdeviceactually measurewhai is intended..'(p.
2-29)
. The opinion of dissentingresearchers
is that fo.rrruiu,
do not measurewhat they were designedto measure.
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By Meny G. Hrrcnrvnn
(Ms. Hitchner is Graduate Assistant. Deoartment of Agricultural and Extension Education,
Mississippi State LlniuersitV. )

Methods of taking samplesvary from formula to formula.
A few researcherssay that valid sample sizesvary as well.
Experiments have revealed that it maytake so many samples
from a text to estimate the average readability it would
become impractical to use a readability formula. Text sample selection with an inherent standaid error of measurement can result in a large variability in interpreted read_
ability scores (White and Jordan, 19gZ). Becauseof this
variability, some researchersfeel that a formula based on
scientific and mathematical computations has no place in
the process of selecting books bised on grade lerrels.

Advantages of Using Formulas
Whileit is truethat formulasshouldnot be considered

infallible or conclusive evidence of the readability level of
a section of text, they can still be useful. Formulas play
meaningful roles in the selectionprocesswhen used in conjunction with other tools and criteria (Thomas, Stahl,
and
Swanson,1984).
Users need to know how to avoid the pitfalls when using
formulas. Teachers make a mistake in telieving that forl
mulas were created to determine what makes texireadable.
Formulas were not developed as guidelinesfor writing text,
but were created to predict reading difficulty, which'is an
advantage over selectinga book on content ilone. Because
of incorrect tise, the creators have warned against ,,writing
to formula" (Trollinger and Kestle, 19g6; and Davisonl

7e86).

In spite of their limitations, readability scores usuallv
agreewell with teacherjudgment of difficultv. Tested com_
prehension and student judgment of difficulty also agree
with readability scores (Chall, 7962).

Summary
Readability formulas have limitations. They should not
.
be used alone, or be acceptedas the only reliable methods
of determining readability.
Agriculture teachers should decide for themselves if there
is a readability formula that would work for rhem. Once
th_eyhave decided to use one, and learned to use it properly, a formula can help teachersreduce the time it wouid
uzually take to,select a textbook. If a teacher has a large
selection of textbooks, a readability formula can weed oirt
those books students would have trouble understanding. All
THE AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION MAGAZINE

the teacher would then have to do it find which book has
the most pertinent information.
Readability formulas do work when they are used for the
processfor which they were intended. In1989, Edward Fry
wrote, "I am suggesting that the research proof for readability formulas doing what they are supposed to do is good
and solid and just as valid as the research for any educational or language communication procedure" (p. 296).
References
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Rraornc, 32,292,297.
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Outlook 34 Years From Today
(Continued from page 1,3)
2. Use interactive television to help teach diverse agriculture-related courses. This is almost like consolidating
agricultural programs. Agricultural education instructors
can teach more students diverse courses while utilizing
the highest quality teachers.
3. Utilize industry's resources and need to help agricultural
education. Start cooperative programs with these
businesses.
4. Start teaching agriculture-related topics to elementary
classesto develop interest, then continue with organized
forums to educate adults. Education should be an ongoing process.
5. Push to get science,math, biology and/or English credits
for agricultural education classes.
Teacher educators of agricultural education need to:
1. Implement teacher in-service days and forums to keep
professional in the agricultural field informed.
2. Keep highly qualified teachers in the agricultural field.
Make sure they teach proactively rather than reactively.
They should be able to teach many subjects including
science, mathematics, computers, economics, etc.
3. Continue to lobby or support government bills which
give funding to agricultural programs, activities and
research.
In an attempt to changepeople's attitudes and perceptions,

IUNE,1ee1
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we need to change portions of our agricultural education
curriculum. We begin by teaching agriculture in the elementary grades. Programs such as "Agricrilture in the Classroom" or the use of high school studentsto assistwith some
agriculture programs would be helpful.
The FFA organization will be available to all students,
not just those in agriculture. Along with the increased availability of FFA, many students will have increased opportunities to learn business and leadership skills through projects and activities needed for college and valued by
employers. The FFA will be an important part of agricultural
education; the organization's functions will be encouraged
but not made mandatory. Currently, today's FFA organization is comprised of more than 385,000 members - the
impact agriculture has on society.
Approximately 21 million people work in some Sihaseof
agriculture, and thesenumbers will continue to increase.The
agicultural education of our future is in the hands of the
perceiver, and I seethe perceivers taking this issue seriously.
We agricultural educators must emphasize the understanding of new technologies, the need for quality people, the
adaptation to cultural diversity, and the approach to
agriculture from the scientific point of view. I see for
agricultural education a bright future in2025 and beyondl
Reference
Gagnon, D.P. and Keith, K.A. (19SS).A Guror ro CunRrcuLUMPr.eNNruc
IN AcRrculruRAr, Eoucerrou. Madison, WI: Wisconsin Department of
Public Instruction.
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